Some methods for demographic inference based on the observed genetic diversity of current 2 populations rely on the use of summary statistics such as the Site Frequency Spectrum (SFS).
INTRODUCTION
Method 1: Simulate l independent topologies under the Kingman coalescent on which mu-147 tations are placed at rate θ (population mutation rate) (Hudson et al. 1990 ). This allows 148 to simulate the SFS of l independent loci. 149 Method 2: Another way to simulate SFS is using the following formula:
where θ is the population mutation rate, t k is the time during which there are k lines in the 151 tree (hereafter named state k) and P(k, i) is the probability that a randomly chosen line at 152 state k gives i descendants in the sample of size 2n (i.e., at state 2n) (Fu 1995) . For all 153 models, the neutrality assumption ensures that The expectations E[t k ] are obtained as follow: for k ∈ [2, 2n], times in the standard 159 coalescent t * k are drawn from an exponential distribution of parameter k 2 . For the Linear by Polanski and Kimmel (2003) . 168 For the Birth-Death model, we use the explicit formula for the SFS given in Delaporte 169 et al. (2016) . 170 We normalize the SFS computed under all these models so that their sum equals 1. This 171 normalization removes the dependence on the mutation rate parameter θ. Consequently, the 172 standard model has no parameters while all others have exactly one (τ ).
173
Optimization of the parameter τ : For each demographic model, we optimize the pa-174 rameter τ by minimizing the weighted square distance d 2 between the observed SFS of the 175 Yoruba population and the predicted SFS under the model (simulated with Method 2 ). Both
176
SFS are normalized for comparison. The distance is computed for all τ values in a given 177 interval (no specific optimization method was used to find the minimum). Withη model and 178η obs the folded and normalized SFS in the tested model and in the data respectively,
The sum starts at i = 2 because we ignoreη obs 1 , corresponding to singletons. To calculate 180 the distance d 2 between the SFS predicted by two models A and B, we weight the terms by 181 the mean of the two models:
nference of the Yoruba demography with ∂a∂i: We inferred the demography of the 183 Yoruba population with the software ∂a∂i v1.7 (Gutenkunst et al. 2009 ), testing the three 184 models of explicit demography (Linear, Exponential and Sudden). The demographic models 185 were specified so that the only parameter to optimize is τ like for the distance-based inference 186 method. Singletons were masked and the method was applied on the folded Yoruba SFS.
187
Details on the demographic functions and parameter values used for the optimization in ∂a∂i 188 10 are provided in the Supplementary Methods. We ran the method 100 times for each model 189 and kept the parameter value with the best maximum log composite likelihood over the 100 190 runs. In Figure S4 , we plot the best log composite likelihood of the 100 runs. with either 10 3 , 10 4 or 10 5 independent loci. We scaled the simulated SFS to obtain a total 223 number of S = 20 417 698 variants, so that the total number of variants in the simulated SFS 224 is the same as in the Yoruba SFS. We ran the stairway plot method on these 200 independent 225 SFS with the default parameter values suggested in the method, and with the same mutation 226 rate (1.2 × 10 −8 per base pair per generation) and generation time (24 years) as in our study.
227
We report the median demography of these 200 independent inferences.
228
To test the one-parameter inference method on these SFS simulated under the Linear 229 model, we run the parameter optimization on a SFS simulated with either 10 3 , 10 4 , 10 5 or 230 10 6 loci. The search of the parameter value that minimizes the distance d 2 was optimized 231 with a Newton-Raphson algorithm. Derivatives were calculated at τ ± 0.05 where τ is the 232 parameter value being optimized. The optimization stopped when the optimization step of 233 the parameter value was smaller than 10 −3 .
234
Data and software availability The 1000 genomes project data used in this study is 235 publicly available at ftp://ftp.1000genomes.ebi.ac.uk/vol1/ftp/release/20130502/.
236
The code in Python and C written for the study is available at https://github.com/ 237 lapierreM/Yoruba_demography. The code in C used for the Method 1 of SFS simulation is 238 12 available upon request to G. Achaz.
239

RESULTS
240
We inferred the demography of the Yoruba population (Africa), from the whole-genome 241 polymorphism data of 108 individuals (data from the 1 000 Genomes Project, ware (Gutenkunst et al. 2009 ). For the model-flexible inference, we used the stairway 262 plot method developed recently by Liu and Fu (2015) , which infers a piecewise-constant 263 demography based on the SFS. For this method, the number of parameters to be estimated 264 13 is determined by a likelihood-ratio test. It can range from 1 to 2n−1 where 2n is the number 265 of sequences in the sample.
266
The Yoruba SFS was constructed by taking into account the entire genome. Removing 267 the coding parts of the genome to avoid potential bias due to selection does not affect the 268 shape of the SFS substantially ( Figure S2 in Figure 3B ), seemed to lie outside the rest of the distribution. This could be due to 272 sequencing errors being considered as singletons (Achaz 2008), and thus we chose to ignore 273 this value for the model optimization. We have also made sure that the SFS shape was not 274 affected greatly by the sample size. We compared the SFS of a subsample of half the Yoruba 275 individuals (2n = 108) with the full sample SFS (2n = 216) ( Figure S3 ). This shows that 276 the only bin of the SFS which is significantly affected by this subsampling is the first one, 277 containing the singletons. As we ignore it in our study, it does not influence our results.
278
The analysis of the Yoruba SFS with the stairway plot method results in a complex 279 demography with several bottlenecks in the last 160 000 years ( Figure 2 ). The current 280 effective population size N e (0) is 28 500 (time 0 does not correspond to present time as we 281 ignored singletons, see discussion). The demographic history earlier than 160 000 years ago 282 shows spurious patterns that should not be interpreted, according to Liu and Fu (2015) .
283
The inference of the Yoruba demography with one-parameter models was done by min-284 imizing the distance between observed and predicted SFS. This gave an optimized value τ 285 of the parameter τ ( Figure 3A and times the distance between any of the one-parameter model SFS and the data ( Figure 3B   295 and Table 1 ).
296
The best fitting SFS under each of the five demographic models all have a square dis-297 tance d 2 of the order of 10 −4 with the observed Yoruba SFS ( Figure 3A and Table 1) and 298 have highly similar shapes ( Figure 3B ). This suggests that the five demographic models used 299 to infer the demography of the Yoruba are hard to distinguish based only on the observed 300 SFS. To validate the use of a least square distance to find the best fitting SFS, we also 301 infered the Yoruba demography using the ∂a∂i software. This model-constrained method 302 based on the SFS uses a diffusion approximation to simulate SFS and a likelihood framework 303 for the parameter optimization. We tested the three models of explicit demography (Linear, 304 Exponential and Sudden growth) parametrized in the same way as in our method. The best Figure S4 ). They rank the explicit demography models in the same 311 order as the least square distance d 2 would rank them: the best model is Linear growth, 312 then Sudden and finally Exponential growth. 313 We computed the expected T MRCA based on the predicted SFS using (1): as the SFS 314 predicted under each model are very similar, it means that they have roughly the same t k . This is the T MRCA of the 317 sample, but we can assume that it is the same as the T MRCA of the population, because with 318 or reviewed in Garrigan and Hammer (2006) . Although the commonly admitted date of emergence of the anatomically modern human is around 200 000 years ago, Blum and 400 Jakobsson showed that finding a much older T MRCA was compatible with the single-origin 401 hypothesis, assuming a certain ancestral effective population size. These ancient times to 402 most recent common ancestor could also be explained by gene flow in a structured ancestral 403 population (Garrigan and Hammer 2006) .
404
Although all five models predict the same T MRCA , the inferred demographies differ sub-405 stantially between the models ( Figure 3A ). In the time range further beyond the T MRCA , no 406 information is carried by the sample. Thus, the inferred demographies differ in this time 407 range (Figure 4 ), making the inferred founding time of the Yoruba population unreliable.
408
Our results with one-parameter models are reproducible with another model-constrained 409 method, ∂a∂i, which uses different approaches both for the theoretical SFS simulations (dif-410 fusion approximation) and the parameter optimization (composite likelihood). This shows 411 that, for models having the same number of parameters, a distance-based approach finds 412 the same ranking of models as a likelihood framework, while being computationally less in-413 tensive. Furthermore, the distance-based approach allows for intuitive evidence on the fact 414 that these different models actually all perform very well to fit the Yoruba SFS: the small 415 differences of distance between the best SFS predicted by each model and the observed SFS 416 could be due only to the noise in the observed SFS and thus do not mean that one model is 417 better than another.
418
Among the five tested demographic models, two pairs of models seem to predict partic-419 ularly similar SFS (pairs of models with the two smallest values of d 2 in Table 1 ). First, 420 the Linear (L) and Exponential (E) growth models predict almost identical SFS for the 421 Yoruba population (d 2 (η L ,η E ) = 2.2 × 10 −5 ). Figure 4 shows that, in the time range where The tree shown has internode durations t k during which there are k lineages consistent with the SFS (the topology was chosen uniformly among ranked binary trees with 2n tips). Time is given in coalescent units, and scaled in number of generations and in millions of years. The demographic histories (solid lines: explicit models, dashed lines: implicit models) are plotted with their optimized τ values. See the supplementary methods for details on the demographic histories plotted for the models with implicit demographies (Birth-Death and Conditioned ) . 3.4 × 10 −4 3.5 × 10 −4 5.5 × 10 −4 0 Conditioned 2.3 × 10 −4 1.6 × 10 −4 5.5 × 10 −4 3.7 × 10 −5 0 Birth-Death 2.2 × 10 −4 1.7 × 10 −4 3.1 × 10 −4 4.1 × 10 −5 3.5 × 10 −6 0 Stairway plot 2.9 × 10 −3 3.1 × 10 −3 3.3 × 10 −3 2.8 × 10 −3 2.8 × 10 −3 2.9 × 10 −3 
